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Abstract
This research article compares how the public images of Venezuela and Mexico have been shaped by the presidential election cycle of 2012 in each country. The results show that political leaders in both countries seem much more concerned about domestic issues rather than projecting a more positive public diplomacy image. The paper focuses on the history and political culture of both countries, which inevitably frames how both dealt with negative international repercussions resulting from the elections. Although Venezuela has had many more demonstrations of national plebiscites and elections than any other Latin American country during the era of President Hugo Chavez, the paper explores how the president’s autocratic tendencies may have affected the image-making connected to the most recent elections. Likewise, the paper explores the political history of Mexico’s PRI, the country’s oldest political party, and how its ties to corruption and tainted elections also affected the most recent contest. The paper also explores these opportunities for altering public diplomacy in the context of modern Latin America where other countries have taken the lead in the public diplomacy arena, despite the influence of both Mexico and Venezuela.
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Venezuela & Mexico: The Political Context

President Hugo Chavez of Venezuela is campaigning hard to extend his term in office into 2019, with elections looming during the first week of October. However it is clear from the conduct of the campaign that soft power gains internationally are not part of his strategic goals. Indeed, like the other key election in Latin America this year in Mexico, it seems there is no interest in atonement for the sins of the past in the political sphere that have hurt Venezuela’s international image.

Through the serendipity of the alignment of the electoral calendars in Venezuela and Mexico both countries scheduled presidential elections this year, and both did so with the potential to be watershed events. Such chance provides opportunity to compare these important political systems and how their political leaders are considering soft power equations, if at all, in the potential for advancing their public diplomacy agendas. Beyond the electoral calendar though, other parallels exist between Venezuela and Mexico. On the cusp of the new millennium, both countries underwent major political shifts. Following landslide elections, Chavez took office in 1999 and promptly moved to rewrite his country’s constitution.1


Within 18 months of that change in Venezuela, Mexico would experience a similar tectonic political tremor. In 2000, the Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) by its Spanish acronym) would lose its first national electoral poll since the party was created to represent the industrial oligarchy that had emerged after the Mexican Revolution, ending a string of electoral success dating back more than 70 years.2 The PRI was characterized by Peruvian writer Mario Vargas Llosa as “the perfect dictatorship” during its successful years because it had the appearance of being the dominant party in a multi-party democracy; however, astute political observers knew the system was rigged.3 Part of what made the PRI so “perfect” is that although Mexican presidents mostly enjoyed almost unlimited domestic power they would turn that power over to another member of the PRI when their term was done. The party’s corporatist operating style also shifted ideologically so it was never easy to characterize on the typical political spectrum. The PRI’s dominance skidded to a halt in 2000. President Ernesto Zedillo of the PRI turned out not only to be a skilled technocrat but a democrat, and he demanded the president-elect be elected by and for the people and that he be conducted as cleanly as possible.4 Led by the charismatic Vicente Fox, the National Action Party (PAN, by its Spanish acronym) swept to victory, ending the PRI’s grip on power.

The PAN had served Mexico’s loyal opposition party since 1939, although the PRI had given it very few openings to truly challenge its dominance on a national level until 2000. The PAN was formed originally by Mexico’s Catholics as reaction against the secularist stance of the PRI.5 The party has followed conservative policies ever since, representing a pro-business, anti-abortion stance and representing what political analysts would call the rightwing of the political spectrum in Mexico.

However, by this year’s elections, Mexico’s experiment with the PAN’s version of democracy had run its course. President Fox and his successor President Felipe Calderon proved to be Mexico’s weakest modern presidents because they were unable to move their programs through Mexico’s Congress, divided by Mexico’s three major parties and minor parties as well. Calderon had appeared to Mexico’s public as weak literally from the start of his term: his official inauguration was marred by fistfights on the floor of Congress between rival legislators, some who claimed Calderon’s victory was tainted6 Calderon’s victory was tainted6 Calderon’s victory was tainted6 Calderon’s victory was tainted6 Calderon’s victory was tainted6 Calderon’s victory was tainted6 Calderon’s victory was tainted6 Calderon’s victory was tainted6 Calderon’s victory was tainted6 Calderon’s victory was tainted6 Calderon’s victory was tainted6 Calderon’s victory was tainted6 Calderon’s victory was tainted6 Calderon’s victory was tainted6 Calderon’s victory was tainted6 Calderon’s victory was tainted6 Calderon’s victory was tainted6 Calderon’s victory was tainted6 Calderon’s victory was tainted6 Calderon’s victory was tainted. The Federal Electoral Institute, which declared after a controversial recount that Calderon had won by a margin of less than a quarter of a million votes? Stymied by political stasis and a growing war with drug cartels that had left much of the country unsafe, many Mexican voters seemed ready for change, perhaps for a shift back to the safety and security of the era of the PRI.7 Mexico’s national security officials admitted the public’s concerns about security were valid with debates within government policy circles about whether the central government still controlled even half of the country.8 This appearance of weakness opened the door again politically for the PRI.

In the 12 years it was absent from Mexico’s highest office, the PRI had rebuilt itself, focusing on politics in Congress and regaining control of some of Mexico’s states by contesting gubernatorial races. The party tapped the young, telegenic Enrique Pena Nieto as its standard bearer, and his well-organized campaign made a strong case for a return to recapture power for the PRI. Despite that victory however, the taint of corruption connected to some of the PRI’s campaign methods damaged the party’s image and the country’s reputation internationally, reinforcing an older image of Mexico’s Poetempkin Village version of democracy.

The appearance of weakness is also a theme that underscores part of the media framing of the Venezuelan election in 2012, but for very different reasons. As Mexico tackled toward conservative right-wing politics in the new millennium, even without the success of the PAN to alter much of Mexico’s national policies, Venezuela headed to the other end of the political spectrum. President Chavez installed a new political reality built around what he
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called “21st Century Socialism,” spurned on by the “Bolivarian Revolution.”

Some analysts such as Steve Ellner or Teodoro Petkoff of Venezuelan newspaper Tal Cual note that Chavez’ rhetoric and leadership is more nuanced than many of his opponents would make him out to be. Ellner and Petkoff paint Chavez as more than a mere populist with autocratic tendencies. Instead, they characterize him as someone representing the under-privileged and those who would represent progressive changes within the Venezuelan political context. Petkoff notes that Chavez gives voice to more radical elements, which many paint as coming from the ideological left of the political spectrum. Other political analysts have characterized Chavez as typical of Latin American caudillos, strongmen who consolidate power, eliminating enemies along with institutions that would constrain their authority.

Prior to officially declaring for re-election in 2012, Chavez entered the year in uncertain political straits. The issue was his health. In 2011, he fought a protracted battle with cancer, spending long periods in Cuba for specialized therapy. Some analysts openly wondered if he could campaign with anywhere near the vigor that he had displayed in governing Venezuela since 1999.

Soft Power: Is Perception Reality?

The political contexts of Venezuela and Mexico have left both countries with image problems on the global stage. Venezuela, although noted as an image leader among non-aligned countries in Latin America and around the globe, suffers from the media framing of its leader as a belligerent with designs on Fidel Castro’s long-time role as the international leader most willing to joust with the United States. And like Castro, some see autocracy as a goal Chavez is pursuing. Likewise, Mexico has not shaken off the image Vargas Llosa hung on it as having the “perfect dictatorship” with some analysts wondering just how the PRI will handle if facing an emerging democracy. These image issues have hindered both countries in the public diplomacy arena as well as their attempts to acquire soft power.

Neither Venezuela nor Mexico were listed in the annual Institute for Government-Monocle Soft Power Index (IGM- Monocle Index) for the top 30 leaders in soft power globally in 2010. In Latin America, only Brazil (rank 21) and Chile (rank 24) made the list, yet both Venezuela and Mexico remain influential and important countries in diplomatic circles within the hemisphere and around the world. As the most populous Spanish-speaking country and a bulwark among the conservative tendency in Latin American politics, lately Mexico has developed its relationship with Colombia and others to serve as a counterbalance to Latin America’s leftward tilt that has often been led by Chavez. The rise of Chavez in Venezuela and his political assault on the country’s elite class have served as a model for what some analysts call Latin America’s “pink tide.”

Bolivia, Ecuador, Nicaragua, and even Argentina have seemed to orbit around Chavez, and Venezuela emerged as the ascendant leader of the new left while Castro faded into the background in Cuba. However, as noted by the IGM-Monocle Index, both Brazil and Chile provided alternative models for the left to follow in the region (although through elections Chile’s government has moved back into the conservative camp).

Nevertheless, such alternative examples of soft power in the region have been influential in swaying countries with left-leaning governments to follow models other than those provided by Venezuela. Thus, countries such as El Salvador have seemed to follow more of the Brazilian example rather than adopt the strong diplomatic stance pursued by Chavez and Venezuela to seemingly oppose the United States in the region at every turn.
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as dictators 26 has often backfired when it comes to international soft power. However, this streamlined image, the image of the modern-day caudillo, is exactly what Venezuelans seem to want as a leader of their political class. Indeed, according to Latinobarometer polling, not only is the image of Chavez much more favorable on the domestic front, but Venezuelans also have a higher regard for the brand of democracy that Chavez has created than do citizens in any other democratic country. Venezuelans also have a higher regard for their democratic institutions and policies initiated by Chavez than do people of other countries. 27 Thus, despite declining popularity in political polls, Chavez still remains the most viable political candidate for Venezuela.

However, during the fall of 2011 and early 2012 when Chavez was shutting back and forth to Cuba for cancer treatment and his public appearances were reduced drastically, this image of strength certainly receded. This perceived erosion of popularity for Chavez opened the door for the political opposition to organize and coalesce behind candidates that included Radonski, who has ties to both the old oligarchs, but who also promised no return to the politics of the past if he had managed to unseat the president. The significance of Capriles has been mostly as a singular face for a fractured opposition movement that in the past had been unable to coalesce behind a single challenger to Chavez. Arguably this is more important domestically to Venezuelans, but what it signaled to international observers was that Chavez would face a more focused opposition, which had the potential to unseat him. Some interested in Venezuelan investments seem to be betting on a Capriles’ upset as investment reports connected to the country seemed to respond to the standing of the challenger in the polls.28

However, Capriles’ campaign failed to gain traction after what appeared to be a strong start. In polls taken between May and August of 2012, Chavez maintained a consistent lead of 17 points, however, with a pool of 23 percent of voters maintaining they had not made up their minds yet, the potential remained for the challenger to win in a close race.29 Polling from late in August of 2012 revealed Capriles had shed that lead to less than 13 percentage points, but this was still high.30 In Venezuelan campaigns, political polling has often become a point of contention for political debate with accusations that polls are skewed to create a bandwagon effect in which some voters are pressured by the sense that their peers are supporting another candidate and, therefore, they vote for the projected winner, rather than voting based on their ideological choice.31 Some voters would rather back a winner instead of someone who represents their political views but who has a reduced chance of winning.32 Political polling in Venezuela is often part of the partisan process which differs from the systems in other countries where top polling firms are seen as objective observers. During the Chavez era, polls were widely divergent from the final outcomes of various elections and plebiscites.33 State-run media and government sources early in the campaign counterattacked polls that showed Capriles running closely with Chavez, saying that such polls had political motivations rather than showing objective data. Aggressive counterattacks against reports that undercut Chavez or challenge his role as the central leader characterize the combative nature of the communication system both inside Venezuela and in the international arena. This is one of the reasons of the 2002 coup, which Chavez considers his catalyst for Chavez and his followers that they would have to make the media sector in different ways. The creation of TeleSUR (a multi-state media enterprise, primarily financed by the Venezuelan state and headquartered in Caracas which sends out most of its programming via satellite television), the shutdown of RCTV’s over-the-air broadcast signal, the seizure of its transmitters and airspace by the Venezuelan state, and more aggressive review of content and licenses in the radio spectrum all followed. Political scientist Craig Hayden describes the messages broadcast by TeleSUR as the artillery in the Chavez arsenal to alter his image, the image of Venezuela, and the image of his political philosophy in the international soft power sweepstakes.34 Hayden argues that Chavez and the Venezuelan state have a very calculated soft power strategy and that their financing and programming of TeleSUR show a variant on the classic soft power communication strategy in the sphere of international communication. In his book Hegemony and the Control of Communications, Venezuelan researcher Marcelino Brishal notes that the Venezuelan government’s investment in TeleSUR is unprecedented and a very new projection of the Venezuelan image abroad.35 TeleSUR has very little ratings impact domestically but is meant to project a positive image of Chavez and Venezuela abroad, along with positive views of other countries grouped among the “pink tide.”36 In its programs and on its website, TeleSUR continually frames news from a Venezuelan viewpoint meant to affect public diplomacy and the soft power in the region.

However, the field of 24/7 international cable networks reveals the Chinese, Russians, Qataris, and others following similar soft power variants. While some of those international broadcasting entities are seen merely as propaganda tools, which diminishes their soft power standing, other outlets, such as Al Jazeera, seem to have transcended the argument of whether they slant the news or frame the news for the political gain of their state sponsors from their primary audience’s point of view. Indeed, Al Jazeera represents a network that has gained credibility for its independent views, separate from the dominant media frames imposed by media in the United States or elsewhere in the West.

Beyond TeleSUR, the image of Chavez and Venezuela on these other international media outlets provides additional insight into the strength of Venezuela’s attempts to alter its image through public diplomacy during this crucial election period. Arguably, the news of the latest dispute between Chavez and the media received at least equal coverage during the summer of 2012 compared to coverage of the Venezuelan election campaign. At the end of June, Globovision, the sole Venezuelan network still in open opposition to Chavez, agreed to pay a fine of about $2 million related to its coverage of a prison riot in 2011. The government accused Globovision of sensationalizing its coverage and the promotion of “hatred and intolerance for political reasons.”37 In a review of both speech and images, Chuck Aragon, a Petit Jean professor of Latin American studies, licensed in July 2012, has found that the chilling message it sent during the media campaign. Al Jazeera also noted the Chavez government had closed 32 radio stations during its control of the country, plus the various denunciations of the government by international media groups.

If the polls hold, as they are likely to do, what a Chavez victory means is Venezuela’s relationship with United States will probably not change. The United States will continue to be used as a political prop by Chavez to boost his own image domestically through continued use of anti-imperialist rhetoric. If some chance Capriles manages to capture most if not all of the undecided votes and takes an unexpected win, no doubt the relationship between the U.S. and Venezuela will shift, as Capriles represents the more traditional elite factions, which long had a special relationship with the United States.38 Although Capriles has promised no rentracement, given the business connections between his backers and commercial interests in the United States, some renewal of positive relations between Washington and Caracas seems inevitable if the opposition wins.

The image of Venezuela as seen through the frame of the power projected by Chavez is less and less one of progressive reform and more of unchecked presidential control. This is seen not only in the negative coverage of the chilling effect of the Globovision fine, but also in Al Jazeera’s coverage of Chavez and a negative report by the Committee to Protect Journalists on how Chavez has used state-controlled media, including TeleSUR as propaganda tools while pressuring independent media sources inside Venezuela.40
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Mexico’s Negative Post-Election Image

However, beyond the media problems in Venezuela, that were featured on the Inside Story Americas program on Al Jazeera, in its coverage of elections in Latin America in the summer of 2012, Al Jazeera focused primarily on how Mexico’s traditional media slanted the recent election in favor of the PRI. In effect, both Venezuela and Mexico took a drubbing in the soft power arena with the coverage of Inside Story Americas on Al Jazeera. This coverage of the elections of 2012 showed Al Jazeera’s international audience negative images of both Venezuela and Mexico.

Upon publication of this article, the Mexican elections still had not shaken the stigma that the balloting was altered by a corrupt political hierarchy. Furthermore, Mexico’s commercial television networks, a system characterized as an anachronism from international media that Mexico’s PRI-controlled government had tried to change for months prior to the elections to convince voters that a return to a PRI-controlled government was inevitable. Certainly, Mexican electoral authorities held a recount and confirmed that the PRI’s standard bearer, Peña Nieto, will be installed as Mexico’s next president in December of 2012.46 However, many supporters of Mexico’s leftist party, the Democratic Revolutionary Party (PRD, by its Spanish acronym) and members of the student movement that calls itself #YoSoy132 refused to accept the election’s outcome. The left-wing candidate, Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador, challenged the results based on allegations of a variety of corrupt practices: the PRI’s distribution of retail gift cards to voters meant to sway their voting preference and the collusion of private media companies with the PRI’s campaign. Student protests persisted in Mexico City for weeks after the election, including a day-long blockade of the offices of Televisa, the country’s largest and most powerful network.45 Protestors returned again in an attempt to ring the network’s headquarters in early August. An investigation by British news organization The Guardian revealed in the week before Mexico’s election that Televisa operated a special elections unit designed to boost Peña Nieto’s television image leading up to election day.43 Both Televisa and its rival TV Azteca also faced allegations that the networks had coddled Peña Nieto in their coverage, including refusing to cover the first Mexican presidential debate as a way of promoting the younger candidate who made some notable verbal gaffes during the campaign. After the student movement took to the streets in May 2012, the networks agreed to televise the second and final presidential debate nationwide.44 However, the major Mexican television networks continued their soft approach to Peña Nieto by avoiding any tough questioning of the candidate for the remainder of the campaign.

To its credit, however, Televisa provided renowned historian and political commentator Enrique Krauze air time during its election night coverage to criticize the network’s coverage of the campaign. Krauze noted that although Televisa was no longer totally the voice of the PRI as it had been prior to the watershed elections of 2000, the network had a long way to go to show a greater diversity of voices in a Mexican system that is still going through evolutionary changes as it struggles with democratization. Political writer Jose “Pepe” Carnero of Mexico’s Excelsior noted that “they represent the elite hierarchy of Mexico’s corporatist system. The end result is an image at the end of the electoral season that Mexico had slipped backwards politically, perhaps turning back the clock before 2000, to a time before the PAN took the presidency. Mexico’s primary radio and television outlets have served as propaganda outlets for the PRI for generations and even the PAN’s electoral victory in 2000 was fought against the dominant phalanx of the media’s voices. What will be determined going forward is if this summer’s tainted election win signals a return to a past, a time when the PRI wrapped itself in the trappings of democracy but still operated a very closed, hierarchical system of power.


Conclusion

What these electoral contests reveal about both Mexico and Venezuela is that they are trapped in the public diplomacy issues of their pasts. Both face challenges in the international sphere at projecting the quality of their democracies to those beyond their borders. These image issues go beyond how U.S. media or European media might frame content about both countries. In the case of Mexico, its media system, especially its powerful television networks, has an international reputation for supporting candidates of the PRI, the party of the old “perfect dictatorship.” In the case of Venezuela, the rise of a powerful state-run media sector under Chavez, especially TeleSUR, shows much of Venezuela’s media are not honest brokers of the public image of the country and its diplomatic efforts. Instead, the Venezuelan media are part of the government’s image-making industry built around the personality of President Chavez.

In Mexico, the PRI will have to answer questions about how it will adapt to the new democratic challenges of this millennium, as Mexico’s left and an activist student movement have been reminding the country about past abuses of corruption and collaboration. Although elements of this protest movement are not new, the framing of such questions have not been so important to Mexico domestically or internationally since the PRI’s presidential loss in 2000. The PRI did not have to frame its external political messages so carefully when it had absolute power in Mexico for so long. Now, instead of playing-at democracy as it did during that era, the PRI and its new leader will have to work as part of a real democracy. Having to answer to a domestic protest movement will keep Mexico, despite its status as one of the world’s fastest growing economies, from projecting itself as a leader of soft power in the region. That could change if Peña Nieto finds a way to ameliorate the PRD’s complaints about corruption and the tainted election while finding some inclusive compromise with the student movement. Such an unexpected twist would prove to international observers that Mexico was not trapped by its old image.

Likewise, Venezuela has coped with a fractious opposition, which is often moved to street protests and finds inspiration from a domestic student movement. Street protests have played a large role in the opposition to Chavez throughout his tenure, but they gained further amplification when students coalesced to oppose the president, beginning in 2007. This protest movement has kept alive the idea internationally that Chavez is damaging the democracy and future of his country because of his authoritarianism in Latin America, from pre-elections to February 1981. Yet the Venezuelan truly believe they have a functioning and dynamic democracy. This polling undercuts the arguments of those who oppose Chavez ideologically: the Venezuelan elite class, which has rallied behind Capriles; and internationally those who use the media and political rhetoric to cast Chavez as a bellicose clone of Castro. Although the ideological enemies of Chavez, both domestically and internationally have managed to sell the world an image of Chavez as a dictator, the very existence of a protest movement and the Venezuelan state’s care to follow a democratic path, even if Chavez has removed many of the checks on his power) belief that description.

Yet the Venezuelan state’s tussles with the conservative media, which continue to surface, such as the...
excessive fines levied on the news network Globovision reinforce the image of Venezuela as a state headed toward authoritarianism.

Although Venezuela has been able to use its ample oil revenues to sway some neighboring countries to its point of view during much of the Chavez era,47 the strength of that oil diplomacy likely peaked before the current global economic crisis. Although the Venezuelan government has used is increased media empire to sell the world on the idea that this year’s elections are proof that the country has a strong democratic system, the Globovision controversy has clouded those results. Likewise, no matter the domestic media’s power in Mexico to sell the PRI as a solution to the country’s problems with governance and the violent drug war, the 2012 elections will always have the taint of corruption.

The result is that a window of opportunity to improve the soft power images of both Mexico and Venezuela through electoral contests has instead proved to reinforce negative images of both countries. Both results show why these otherwise powerful countries have not challenged Brazil or Chile in the regional soft power sweepstakes. If there is a virtual scoreboard for Venezuela and Mexico, this mark this down as: opportunity lost.
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